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BENNETT EISENBERG AND B. K. GHOSH 
Lehigh University 
Communicated by L. K. Schmetterer 
The likelihood ratio is treated as a generalized Radon-Nikodym derivative 
for measures which need not be absolutely continuous. It is shown that a wide 
variety of identities and inequalities in sequential analysis follow directly from 
simple properties of likelihood ratios. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In studying properties of sequential procedures one often uses certain general 
identities and inequalities which involve the number of observations, the 
likelihood ratio, the decision, and the risk. The purpose of this article is to 
present some of these relationships in complete generality. No restriction is 
made on the types of observations or, except in Section 6, on the structure of the 
sequential procedures. In the development, the precise conditions one needs for 
certain well-known identities and inequalities are clarified. It is shown that a 
great variety of apparently unrelated results in sequential analysis follow directly 
from the definition of a likelihood ratio. 
Let Sz be an arbitrary set of points w, 9 be a u-field of subsets of Sz, and P and 
Q be two probability measures on 9. Let 3 C & C ... C F- C .F be a sequence 
of subfields of 9, F- being the u-field generated by Ulrnsm . In practical appli- 
cations, Fn may denote the smallest u-field generated by the data (or functions 
thereof) observed up to stage n of sampling, or by the data and independent 
randomizing variables. 
A stopping time N is any 9-measurable function, taking values in the set 
(1, z..., cc>, such that the event N = n is in 2Fn for all n. We denote by $N the 
u-field of all events E E F such that E n [N = n] E: 9, for each n. It is easily 
verified that N is F+measurable and .Pjj C Fa . 
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Suppose now two statistical hypotheses, H,, and HI, are formulated as 
follows: H,,(Hd states that P(Q) is the true probability measure on 9. Then a 
decision D under a given N is any .%$measurable function, taking values in the 
set (0, 1,2}, such that the event D = i signifies acceptance of Hi(i = 0, l), and 
the event D = 2 indicates N = co so that neither H, nor HI is accepted. A test 
T of H,, against HI is defined by any pair (N, 0). We call 01= P(D = 1) and 
j? =Q(D =0) the error probabilities of T. 
DEFINITION. Let (G, 9) be any measurable space, and let P and Q be two 
probability measures on 9. An F-measurable function h is called a likelihood ratio 
(LR) of Q against P for F ;f X satisfies. 
Q(E,A<oo)=J=AdP forall EE.9. (1.1) 
Clearly, h > 0. If  Q <P, which is not assumed in this paper, h reduces to the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative dQ/dP. The LR for Tn(n > 1) and flN will be 
denoted by h,(n > 1) and h, , respectively. 
In Section 2, it is noted that X always exists and is essentially unique. This 
and some other properties of h form the basis of all subsequent developments. 
Section 3 describes certain relationships between the P and Q probabilities and 
expectations of 9JJ-measurable events and functions. Here N need not be 
visualized purely in the context of hypotheses testing, though this is an important 
motivating factor. In Section 4, we start with a probability space (a, P, P) and 
show how a new measure Q can be constructed to establish, using the theory of 
the earlier sections, a generalized version of Wald’s fundamental identity. In 
Section 5, some well-known identities and inequalities for the error probabilities 
of a test are formulated and derived in complete generality. Finally, in Section 6, 
some special features of a GSPRT are discussed. 
2. SOME PROPERTIES OF LIKELIHOOD RATIOS 
In this section we develop some basic properties of the LR h defined in (1.1). 
The following result can be proved using the Lebesgue decomposition theorem 
and the Radon-Nikodym theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. The LR h of Q g a ainst P for F exists and, upto a P and Q- 
equivalence, is unique. Moreover, interpreting l/O = co, X-l is the unique LR of P 
against Q for St, so that X satisfies 
P(E, X > 0) = JE A-l dQ for all E E 9. (2.1) 
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COROLLARY 2.1.1. The LR X satisfies 
P(A = 03) = 0, Q(A = 0) = 0, (2.2) 
E,(h) = 1 - Q(h = cc), E,(W) = 1 - P(h = O), (2.3) 
P(E)=OaQ(E,h<co)=O, Q(E)=O=zP(E,h>O)=O, forany EEF. 
(2.4) 
COROLLARY 2.1.2. ZfQ Q P, then Q(X = OS) = 0 andQ(X < co) = E,(h) = 
I. ZfP<Q, the-n P(h = 0) = 0 andP(X > 0) = E&-l) = 1. 
Eisenberg et al. [2] used (2.1) as an integral part of the definition of an LR 
of Q against P. Theorem 2.1 shows that this is unnecessary. The fact that (I .l) 
implies (2.1) gives rise to a type of duality which makes certain proofs redundant. 
Suppose that one can establish a relation R(P, Q, h) using (1 .l). Then there exists 
a dual relation based on (2.1), which is simply R(Q, P, h-l). An immediate 
consequence of this observation is that the second part of (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) or 
Corollary 2.1.2 follows from the first part where one writes Q for P, P for Q, 
and /\-l for h. 
We shall now derive some inequalities between P and Q probabilities of a very 
general event concerning X. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let E be any event in 9 and B be any Bore1 set on the real line. 
Then 
Q(E, h E B) > (inf B) P(E, h E B), (2.5) 
P(E, h E B) > (sup B)-l Q(E, h E B), (2.6) 
in which co * 0 is interpreted as 0. 
Proof. Consider first (2.5). The set E n [h E B] is F-measurable, and on this 
set h 3 inf B. Hence using (1.1) we get 
Q(E,kB)>Q(E,htB,A<oo)=/ 
EdaEBl 
A dP > (inf B) P(E, X E B). 
The proof of (2.6) follows similarly from (2.1). Note that (2.5) holds trivially 
when inf B < 0, and the right-hand side is 0 when inf B = 00. 11 
Setting E = 52 in (2.5) and (2.6), and taking B as open or closed intervals, we 
get 
COROLLARY 2.2.1. For any 0 < a < b < co, 
aP(a < A < b) < Q(a < h < 6) < bP(a < h < b), (2.7) 
in which a < h and(or) h < b can be replaced with a < h and(or) X < b respec- 
tively. 
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COROLLARY 2.2.2. For any 0 -=c c < co, 
P(h 3 c) < c-‘Q(c < X < a~) < c-~E,(A) < c-l, (2.8) 
Q(h < c) < cP(0 < h < c) < cE&-‘) < c. (2.9) 
It is interesting to note that the part P(h > c) < c-l,!?,(h) of (2.8) and the part 
Q(X < c) < c&(F) of (2.9) are versions of Chebyshev’s inequality. To illustrate 
the necessity of the condition b < co for the second inequality in (2.7), suppose 
9 is the u-field generated by a uniform random variable X, distributed over the 
interval [&, #] under P and over [l, 21 under Q. Then it is easily shown that, for 
any a>l, P(a<h<m)=O=Q(a<h<m) andQ(h=oo)=$. Con- 
sequently, the second inequality in (2.7) does not hold when b = co. 
3. P AND Q PROBABILITIES OF EVENTS IN gN 
Consider the a-field %$ of events up to some arbitrary stopping time N and 
the corresponding LR h, of Q against P. All results of the preceding section 
remain valid if one takes F = SN and replaces h with X, . Numerous references 
to Corollaries 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 in this context can be found in the literature. 
However, most of these cases are restricted to special situations when N < CO 
a.s. or when N is an SPRT-type of stopping time. The fact that the inequalities 
in (2.7)-(2.9) are valid for arbitrary likelihood ratios and that A is merely an LR 
over a complicated u-field is never mentioned. 
In order to develop further results for events in Fj, , we need a connection 
between AN and the LR-sequence h, for %r,, , n > 1. 
LEMMA 3.1. The LR A, for gN satisfies a.e. dP and dQ 
A, = A, on [N = n], n = l,..., 00, (3.1) 
where A, is the LR for gw . 
Proof, If (3.1) holds, then for any E E *N , 
s, hN dp = jl IEnINcn, hn dp + s 
A, dP 
EfdN=d 
= il Q(E, N = *, ha -c 00) + Q(E, N = 03, L -c ~01, by (l.l), 
= Q(E, hN < co), 
and therefore &,, is an LR for FN . But, by Theorem 2.1, the LR for SN is unique 
a.e:dP and dQ. Hence (3.1) must hold. 11 
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Consider now the identities in (2.6) which, for h = X, , can be expressed as 
&oLN) = Q&J < a), E,(h;l) = P(h, > 0). (3.2) 
These two relations, especially when Q(& = 03) = 0 = P(h, = 0), have 
numerous applications in sequential analysis (see Sections 4 and 5). It is useful to 
explore possible connections between Q(&, < co) and Q(N < co), for it is often 
easier to develop ad hoc formulas for Q(N < CD) or conditions for verifying 
Q(N < co) = 1 under specific stopping times. The theorem below addresses 
this problem. 
THEOREM 3.1. IfQ<P onSnfor 1 <n < co, then 
Q(N<w)=Q(N<w,h,<w). 
If, in addition, Q 1 P on SW , then 
Q(N < 00) = Q(&, < w). 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Proof. We first write 
Since, for 1 < n < co, P(A, = co) = 0 by (2.5) and Q <P on Fm by assump- 
tion, we must have Q(& = co) = 0. Consequently, by Lemma 3.1, 
Q(N < 00, A, = 00) = 2 Q(N = 71, A, = w) = 0, 
?L=l 
which proves (3.3). Next we write 
Q(N<w,X,<w)=Q(h,<w)-Q(N=w,h,<w). 
If Q 1 P on Pa , then Q(h, = co) = 1 and therefore, by Lemma 3.1, 
Q(N= co,&, < w) =Q(N= w,h, < w) <Q(Am <co) =O, 
which proves (3.4). /I 
As immediate consequences of the identities in (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) we get 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. IfQ<PonFnfor 1 <n < 03, thmQ(N< CD) = 13 
Q(& < 00) = 1 = E&,), and Q(N < 00) = 1 o ~~,,+,I A,dP = 1. 
COROLLARY 3.1.2. IfQ<Pon9”,forl <n<wandQ~Pon~~,thm 
Q(N< w) = leQ(X, < co) = I-&&) = 1. 
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We may note here an interesting complement to Theorem 3.1. If  Q < P 
on Sa, then one can show that E&) = 1 even when P(N = 03) > 0. Con- 
versely, if Q is not absolutely continuous with respect to P on 9. , then there 
exists a stopping time N* such that P(N* = co) = 0 and E,(h,,) < 1. These 
results have their dual counterparts if one replaces P, Q, and A, throughout with 
Q, P, and X$ respectively. 
4. AN IDENTITY IN SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS 
In this section we restrict attention to a probability space (1;2,9, P) and some 
arbitrary stopping time N on (Sz, 9). For certain problems it is possible to 
construct a suitable probability measure Q on (8,9) and then solve the problems 
using the theory of earlier sections. Wald’s [7] fundamental identity is one such 
problem, and Bahadur’s [l] method of solving it is akin to our technique. 
Theorem 4.1 below describes a very general version of Wald’s identity, and we 
treat this general result as a special case of (l.l), relaxing Bahadur’s conditions 
in the process. The treatment given here unifies and motivates several variations 
of Wald’s original work that have appeared in the literature. 
Let X, = (X,, ,..., X&‘, n > 1, be a sequence of random vectors 
(1 < K, < co) defined on (b, S-, P). Denote by fin , n 
generated by X, ,..., and X, . Assume that, for each n, 
Ep(dhxn) = s, eGxn dP < co, 
>, 1, the smallest u-field 
(4-l) 
where the t, = (t, ,..., tnk,)’ are real vectors. For t = (tn}, define 
An(t) = fi E&“’ * 
i=l 
(4.2) 
for n >, 1, where So denotes the trivial o-field. Clearly, x,(t) is 9$measurable 
and 0 < A,(t) < cc a.e. dP, for all n. Now define a measure QRt on flm for each 
n bY 
QnW = j-, W) df’, EEFn. (4.3) 
It is easily verified that (Qnt) form a consistent sequence of probability measures. 
It follows from the Daniell-Kolmogorov extension theorem that the sequence 
{Qnt} generates a unique probability measure Qt on .Ea (Qt need not be a proba- 
bility measure on S). In view of (4.3), we can regard A,(t) of (4.2) as the LR of 
Qt against P for 9- , n > 1. If  N is any stopping time on (51, S), it is also gm- 
measurable. Replacing F, Q, and I\ in (1.1) with %& , Qt, and h,(t), respectively, 
we arrive at 
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THEOREM 4.1. If (4.1) holds, then under any stopping time iV 
J%Q&)) = 1 - Qykv(t) = a), (4.4) 
where A,(t) is defined by (4.2) and Qt is th e unique extension of the sequence (4.3) to 
p, E.J. 
COROLLARY 4.1 .I. If Qt(hN(t) < co) = 1 or Qt(N < co) = 1, then (4.4) 
simplifies to 
-%Gw) = 1. (4.5) 
Proof. If Qt(hN(t) < CO) = 1, then (4.5) is obvious from (4.4). Since, by 
definition (4.3), Qat <P, for 1 < n < CO, (3.3) shows Qt(N < 03) = 1 g 
Qt(AN(t) < CO) = 1, and (4.5) follows. 11 
COROLLARY 4.1.2 (Wald’s Identity). If random variables X, , n > 1, are 
independent and identically distributed with Ep(etX1) = 4(t) < CO fw some real t, 
then the identity 
EP [$(t)]-N exp t g Xi 
( [ 11 
= 1 (4.6) 
i=l 
holds if and on@ ifQt(N < 00) = I. 
Proof. Put k, = 1 and t,, = t for all n in (4.2). Since the X,, are independent 
and identically distributed, we get Ep(etx* j 9&) = Ep(etx-) =4(t) for all n, 
and (4.4) reduces to 
J% Wt)lY exp t f Xi ( I Ii = Qt(hN(t) < 03). (4.7) i=l 
Now, by definition (4.3), we have Qnt < P, for 1 < n < co. Moreover, since the 
X, are independent and identically distributed, we conclude by the strong law of 
large numbers that P and Q” are singular over Fm . Hence (3.4) shows that 
Q”(N < m) = 1 +Qt(hN(t) < CO) = 1, and (4.7) leads to the assertion of the 
corollary. /I 
Bahadur [l] gives some further sufficient conditions for (4.6). 
5. THE ERROR PROBABILITIES OF A TEST 
In this section we consider an arbitrary test T = (N, D) of H,, against HI . 
We shall establish some identities and inequalities concerning the error proba- 
bilities (a, p) of T. Such relations are useful to prove optimality or admissibility 
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of tests as well as to derive approximate formulas for 01 and /I. Some of the results 
given here have been proved or cited by many authors, but usually for the case 
N < co as. P and Q, or without precise conditions. 
The definitions of 01 and ,!I given in Section 1 can be equivalently stated as 
0~ = 1 -- p(D = 0) - P(N = 00) = P(D = 1, &, = 0) + j& A;1 dQ, 
(5.1) 
~3 = 1 - Q(D = 1) - Q(N = co) = Q(D = 0, X, = ok) + s,o=,, /1, dP. 
(5.2) 
The following are immediate consequences of (5.1) and (5.2): 
or-o*P(D=l)=O>fl=l-Q(D=l,hN=co)-Q(N=oo), 
0~ == 1 a P(D = 0) = 0 = P(N = 00) 3 ,k2 = Q(D = 0, X, = co), 
~=O~Q(D=O)=O~~Y=~-P(D=O,~,~=~)-P(N=~I), 
j3=1 ~Q(D=l)=O=Q(N=co)~or=P(D=l,h,=O). 
For any event A E 9N with P(A) > 0, define the conditional expectation 
(5.3) 
which, by (1 .l), equals Q(A, hN < m)/P(A). In what follows, we shall interpret 
P(A) EP(/\N I 4 as zero whenever P(A) = 0. 
THEOREM 5.1. For my test T, 
[1 - ar - P(N = a)] I&(&, I D = 0) = j3 - Q(D = 0, h, = co), (5.4) 
&$&ID=:l)=l-/I-Q(N=co)-Q(D=l,&=oo), (5.5) 
P(N=m)E,(X,(N=co)=Q(N=m,X,<co). (5.6) 
Proof. Consider first (5.4), and observe from (5.1) that P(D = 0) = 
1 - OL -- P(N = 03). If P(D = 0) > 0, then by (5.3) and (5.2) 
EP@N I D = 0) = j-=,, h, dP/P(D = 0) 
= [B - Q(D = 0, A, = m)]/[l - a - P(N = co)], 
and (5.4) follows. If P(D = 0) = 0, then the left-hand side of (5.4) is zero by 
convention and the right-hand side is also zero by (5.2). Identities (5.5) and (5.6) 
are proved similarly. Ij 
As immediate consequences of (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) we get 
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COROLLARY 5.1 .l. For any test T, 
,8E,(h~1 1 D = 0) = 1 - a - P(iV = co) - P(D = 0, h, = 0), (5.7) 
[1 - fl - QW = a)] E&G1 I D = 1) = OL - P(D = 1, &,, = o), (5.8) 
Q(N = 00) E,(&jl 1 N = co) = P(N = co, A, > 0). (5.9) 
COROLLARY 5.1.2. IfP(D = I, AN = 0) = 0 = Q(D = 0, AN = OC)), then 
/3,/(1 - a) < E&N I D = 0) d [&(&rl I D = O)]-‘, (5.10) 
(1 - /3)/a > [E,(h;;l 1 D = l)]-’ > &(A, ] D = 1). (5.11) 
The first equality in (5.10) OY (5.11) holds according as P(N = co) = 0 01 
Q(N = 00) = 0. The second equality in (5.10) OY (5.11) holds according as 
P(D=O,XN=O)=OmQ(D=l,h,=~)=O. 
Theorem 5.1 is the basis of an elementary proof given by Wald [7, p. 1981 for 
the well-known optimum property of SPRT’s in the special case when there is 
no “excess over the boundaries”. Corollary 5.1.2 forms the basis of the Wald 
approximations for A and B of an SPRT. Relations (5.4), (5.5), (5.7) and (5.8) 
are, in fact, the corrected versions of Wald’s [7] formulas (A:196) - (A:199). 
He did not assume absolute continuity but omitted the last term in each of our 
relations. Relations (5.4 j(5.5) are also the corrected versions of Ghosh’s [4] 
formulas (2.78). H e omitted Q(D = 0, A, = 00) from the first numerator and 
Q(D = 1, A, = co) from the second one. Incidentally, this oversight necessitates 
the additional condition in Ghosh’s subsequent Theorem 2.9 that the test be 
closed under 8” for the equality in (2.91) to hold. 
To illustrate the inadequacy of Wald’s [7] and Ghosh’s [4] formulas, suppose 
Xl , x, ,*-- are independent and uniformly distributed, over the interval [a, $1 
under P and over [l, 21 under Q. Then for any SPRT with 0 < A < 1 < B 
< 00, we get P(N = co) = 0 = Q(N = co), 01 = 0 = /3, and P(D = 0, 
A, = 0) = 1 = Q(D = 1, A, = co). This shows that Wald’s formulas (A: 197) - 
(A:198) and Ghosh’s second formula in (2.78) break down. 
We conclude this section with an important aspect of the error probabilities 
of tests, which is not mentioned in the literature on hypotheses testing. It 
follows from the standard Neyman-Pearson lemma that, among all tests based 
on Fn (i.e., tests with stopping time N’ < II a.s. P and Q), the LR test (i.e., 
D = 0 if A, < K and D = 1 if A, > k, for some 0 < k < co) is most powerful 
for its size OL (i.e., CL’ < 01 + j?’ >, /I and CI’<OL*/?’ >&wherecu’and/Yarethe 
error probabilities of any rival test based on &). The proof of the lemma depends 
solely on s2, S?jj , P, Q, and A, . 
With minor modifications the Neyman-Pearson lemma can be carried over 
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to sequential tests as well. We do this by merely replacing fl% and h, in the 
standard proof with 9$, and &., (by Theorem 2.1, the LR AN for sN always exists 
under any stopping time N). We thus conclude that, given any N, the LR 
decision (i.e., D = 0 if & < k and D = 1 if AN > k) is most powerful for its 
size among all decisions based on %N (i.e., tests with N’ < N a.s.). Intuitively, 
given N = n, the decision should be based on whether X, < k, or X, > k, . 
What is surprising is that k, does not depend on n. 
Some further aspects of LR decisions have been discussed by Eisenberg and 
Simons [3]. 
6. SOME RESULTS FOR GSPRT 
A test T = (N, D) of Ho against HI is called ageneralized sequentialprobability 
ratio test (GSPRT) when N and D are of the form 
N = 
I 
first n > 1 such that A,, 4 (A, , B,) 
co if no such n exists, (6.1) 
D= ; 
1 
on [N < co, X, < AN] 
on [N < ~0, AN 2 &,A (6.2) 
where A,, and B, , 0 < A, < B, < co, are fixed constants for n > 1. In the 
unusual case when &. = AN = BN , D in (6.2) becomes ambiguous and we 
assume AN - A,,r=B,,r=OjD=O, hN=AN=BN=m+D=l, and 
0 < &. = AN = BN < co 5 D = 0 or D = 1 by any suitable randomization. 
A GSPRT is called an SPRT if A, = A and B, = B for all n. 
The conclusions of the preceding sections hold for any GSPRT in particular. 
However, due to the special nature of the stopping time in (6.1) and the decision 
in (6.2), one can simplify many of the earlier results and derive some new ones. 
For instance, in addition to (2.5) with X = hN , we now have P(D = 1, hN = 0) = 
O=Q(D=O,h,=co)f rom the definition of a GSPRT. This, in turn, sim- 
plifies some of the formulas in (5.1)-(5.8) and implies that 
P(D = 0, X, = 0) = P(N < co, &r = 0), 
Q(D = 1, X, = co) = Q(N < co, h, = co). 
(6.3) 
Similarly, in addition to the implications stated after (5.2), we now have 
sup A, = o*p=o and ar=l-P(N<co,&=O)-P(N=oo), 
(6.4) 
infB,=co*or=O and /3=1-Q(N<co,&=co)-Q(N=co). 
(6.5) 
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When P and Q are mutually absolutely continuous on 9n for all n, by 
Theorem 3.1 the terms P(N < co, X,,, = 0) and Q(N < co, X, = co) vanish. 
We also note here that any GSPRT with sup A, < inf B, has an LR decision 
since k can be chosen as any value in [sup A, , inf B,]. 
Properties of SPRT’s have been studied quite exhaustively by numerous 
authors (see Wald [7] and Ghosh [4] for references). By contrast, although 
GSPRT’s have been applied to many examples, the literature on properties of 
GSPRT’s without distributional assumptions is somewhat scanty (see Eisenberg 
et ~2. [2]). We now show that GSPRT’s actually possess natural analogues of 
many results for SPRT’s. In what follows l/O is interpreted as co, and co . 0 as 0. 
THEOREM 6.1. The error probabilities rv and /3 of any GSPRT satisfy the 
inequalities 
I - j3 > max[oi + Q(N = co), cu(inf B,) + Q(N = cm) + Q(N < co, X, = oo)], 
(6.6) 
1 - CL > max[@ + P(N = co), /3(sup A&l+ P(N = CCI) + P(N < co, h, = O)]. 
(6.7) 
Proof. Set m = 1 and E = Sz in Lemma 2 of Eisenberg et al. [2] to obtain 
Q(D = 1) > P(D = 1) and P(D = 0) 3 Q(D = 0), which are equivalent to 
1 -/3-Q(N= w) 2 o[ and 1 - (y. - P(N = CD) 3 ,!I, respectively. This 
proves the first part of (6.6) and (6.7). If inf B, = co, the second part (the 
equality) of (6.6) is obvious from (6.5). If inf B, < co, the second part of (6.6) 
follows from (5.5), h w ere one uses the fact that Ep(h, / D = 1) >, inf B, under 
a GSPRT. The proof of the second part of (6.7) is analogous. I] 
COROLLARY 6.1 .I. For any GSPRT, 0 < OL < 1 - /3 < 1. Moreover, any 
GSPRT with sup A,, < 1 < inf B, satisfies 
c1+ /I < [(inf B,) + (sup A&l - 2]/[(inf B,J(sup A,)-’ - l] < 1. (6.8) 
Proof. Assertions 0 < 01 and 1 - B < 1 hold trivially, while ol < 1 - /3 
follows from the first part of (6.6). F rom (6.6) and (6.7) one gets 1 - j? > 
cw(inf B,) and 1 - 01 3 p(sup A,)-l, which lead to (6.8) when sup A, < 1 < 
infB,. I] 
COROLLARY 6.1.2. If ol + ,8 = 1 under a GSPRT, then P(N = w) = 0 = 
Q(N = co) and, unless sup A,, > 1 >, inf B, , either OL = 0 or cx = 1. 
Proof. If (r + /3 = 1, (6.6) shows Q(N = w) = 0 and (6.7) shows 
P(N = 00) = 0. Moreover, when /3 = 1 - 01, (6.6) and (6.7) imply OL > ar(inf B,) 
and 1 - 01 > (1 - 01)(sup A&l. If inf B, > 1, the first inequality yields a = 0. 
If sup A, < 1, the second inequality yields cx = 1. Hence OL + /3 = 1 +- ol = 0 
or 1, unless inf B, < 1 and sup A, >, 1. 11 
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Theorem 6.1 (actually without the last term in (6.6) and (6.7)) is well known 
for SPRT’s. To appreciate the restriction sup A, > 1 2 inf B, in Corol- 
lary 6.1.2, note that, if ii1 = 1 a.s. P and Q, an SPRT with A = 1 = B can have, 
under a suitable randomization, a as any value between 0 and 1. 
The conclusions of Theorem 6.1 and its corollaries actually hold for a wider 
class of tests than GSPRT’s. Suppose T is any test whose decision satisfies 
hN<aonD=Oandh,>bonD=l,whereO<a<b<ooareconstants 
(T reduces to an LR test when a = b). It is easily verified that the assertions of 
Theorem 6.1 can be carried over to T by replacing sup A,, with a and inf B, with 
6. The stopping time of T need not, of course, be that of any GSPRT. 
One consequence of Theorem 6.1 is that, if one wants to guarantee 01 < ol* 
and /3 < /I* for specified OL* and /3* (0 < a* < 1 - ,tl* < I), any GSPRT with 
A, < /I* and B, > l/or* for all n achieves this, even when P(N = a) > 0 
and Q(N = co) > 0. Similarly, any GSPRT with A, < fl*/(l - CL*) and 
B, > (I - /3*)/a* for all n guarantees 01 < &*/(I - /3*), /3 < /?*/(I - CL*) and 
a[ + /? < OL* + /3*. These conclusions are well known for SPRT’s. 
We conclude this section with two theorems on the distribution of N under P 
and Q. The results are particularly useful when P(E) is known in a specific 
situation and one wants to draw conclusions about Q(E). 
THEOREM 6.2. For any GSPRT and for each n, 
Q(N = n, D = 0) < A,P(N = n, D = 0), (6.9) 
Q(N < n, D = 0) < min 
[ 
P(N < n, D = 0), i A,P(N = i, D = 0) 1 . i=l (6.10) 
Proof. Set F = & and E = [N = n, D = 0] in (1.1). Since, for a GSPRT, 
X,<A,ontheset[N=n,D=O]andQ(N=n,D=O,h,=oo)==O,weget 
Q(N = n, D = 0) = iN=a,o=ol h, dP < A,P(N = n, D = 0). 
The second part of (6.10) is an immediate consequence of (6.9). The inequality 
Q(N < n, D = 0) < P(N < n, D = 0) has been proved by Chosh [5]. 11 
COROLLARY 6.2.1. For any GSPRT andfor each n, 
Q(N = n, D = 1) 3 B,P(N = n, D = l), (6.11) 
Q(N < n, D = 1) > max 
[ 
P(N < n, D = l), f B,P(N = i, D = 1) 1 . i=l (6.12) 
THEOREM 6.3. For any GSPRT and for each n 
A,P(N > n) < Q(N > n) < B,P(N > n) (6.13) 
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which can be inverted to B;‘Q(N > n) < P(N > n) < A-lQ(N > n) even when 
A,, and B, are 0 or 03. 
Proof. If A, = B, , then Q(N > n) = 0 = P(N > n) by the definition of a 
GSPRT, and (6.13) or its inverted form holds trivially. If A, < B, , set 9 = S% 
and E = [N > n] in (1.1). Observing that, for a GSPRT, A, < h, < B, on the 
set [N > n] and that Q(N > n, h, = co) = 0, we get 
QW > 4 = J;,,, An dP < B,P(N > n), 
QW > n) = iN>n, A, dP > A,,P(N > n), 
which proves (6.13). Next, writing A, < h, < B, as B;’ < &’ < Ai1 and 
applying (6.13) to theLR h;;l we get B;‘Q(N > n) < P(N > n) < A;‘Q(N > n) 
for all 0 < A, < B, < co. This proves the last part. 11 
COROLLARY 6.3.1. For any GSPRT and for each n, P(N > n) = 00 
Q(N>n)=O. If liminfB,<co, then P(N=m)=Oz-Q(N=m)=O. 
IflimsupA,>O,therzQ(N=co)=O=>P(N=co)=O. 
Proof. The first part is an obvious consequence of (6.13) and its inverted 
form. If lim inf B, < co, choose a subsequence B,# with lim B, = c < 00. 
Hence, if P(N = 00) = 0, by (6.13), 
Q(N = ~0) = lim Q(N > nk) < lim B,,P(N > nk) < cP(N = m) = 0. 
The last part follows similarly. (1 
COROLLARY 6.3.2. Let g(t) = j’i dp(x), t > 0, where p is any positive measure 
on the real line. Then (a) E,(g(N)) < co * E,(g(N)) < 00 if sup B, < 00, und 
(b) KMN)) < 00 S- E,(g(N)) < co if inf A,, > 0. 
Proof. We prove only (a), since the proof of (b) is similar. Observe first 
from (6.13) that Q(N > x) < (sup B,J P(N >, x) for all x >, 0. If E,(g(N)) < co 
then 
E&(N)) = j-a g(t) dfV’ G 4 
0 
m  t 
Z7.Z 
fS 
dp(x) dP(N < t) 
0 0 
m = IS -dP(N < t) dp(x), by Fubini’s theorem 0 2 
= 
I 
m P(N > x) dp(x). 
0 
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Hence, if sup B, < co, 
J%k(~)) ( co* II 
&&(w < OJ * J‘; !w 2 4 444 < a * 
In particular, for any GSPRT with inf A,, > 0 and sup B,, < to, we note 
that the following implications hold for the exponential boundedness, the 
moment-generating function, and the moments of A? If P(N > n) < cp* for 
some c>O and O<p<l, then Q(N>n)<c’p” by (6.13), where c’=c 
sup &a, and conversely Q(N > rr) < cpn =E- P(N > n) < c”pn, where c” = 
c/(inf A,). Taking &(A) = [e@dx for any f; > 0 in Corollary 6.3.2, we get 
Ep(erN) < 03 o EO(erN) < m (both moment-generating functions are, of 
course, finite when 5 < 0). Taking dp(x) = yxv-ldx for any y > 0, we get 
E&V) < 00 o Eo(Ny) < ok (both moments are, of course, finite for any 
y < 0). Some of these implications were recently pointed out by Root&n and 
Simons [6] for SPRT’s. 
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